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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The advent of single-sex schools is not a new innovation; however, its prevalence as a strategy for educating boys of color has grown exponentially over the past 10 years. Unlike single-sex schools for girls, whose premise is to provide girls equitable access and opportunity while expanding notions of femininity and gender roles and expectations, single-sex schools for boys, especially boys of color do not have a well-articulated theory for this intervention. Our research sought to develop a theoretical basis for characterizing this intervention as it relates to Black and Latino boys. This brief provides an initial landscape of how practitioners of single-sex schools for boys of color theorize their intervention and the basis for their theory.

The Black and Latino Male Schools Intervention Study (BLMSIS) is a longitudinal study (2006-2009) of seven single-sex schools serving primarily Black and Latino boys ages 9 to 18. BLMSIS focuses on examining the components of these schools (e.g., instruction, leadership, curriculum, climate, out-of-school time activities) and their effect on the boys being served. The schools participating in the study vary in size, location, and other school organizational characteristics (See Technical Appendix for detail). Despite some of this variation, the schools maintained similar perspectives on the challenges and needs of the Black and Latino boys they served. The schools in turn developed similar sets of strategies in response to these needs and challenges, including social/emotional development programming, rigorous curriculum, community service, college preparation, and academic skills remediation and acceleration.

This brief presents the underlying theory of change surrounding the schools’ strategies. Our attention to the theories surrounding these strategies rests on the presumption that school practice involves complex processes and theories that are often overlooked, especially in current educational reform efforts (e.g., whole school reform, “turnaround” schools strategies). Our analytical approach to understanding single-sex schools for boys of color is to ask the question: what do you do and why do you do it.

While each of the single-sex schools in this study is distinct in its own right, they are all constructed to serve students with “high needs” who are viewed to benefit from the opportunity to be educated in a setting designed exclusively for them. Our analysis of interviews and focus groups with 75 practitioners (e.g., administrators, teachers, guidance counselors, and social workers) uncovered two overarching theories regarding Black and Latino boys that guide the design of these schools: Theory 1 - schools need to understand and have a knowledgebase of the social/emotional needs of Black and Latino boys and Theory 2 – schools need to understand how the academic needs of Black and Latino boys have surfaced and target strategies for addressing those needs. Threaded throughout these two theories are complex ideas regarding the experiences of Blacks and Latinos in American society. According to the practitioners of these schools, it is insufficient to simply know what the needs are. A structural and cultural analysis must be undertaken to illuminate why these needs have emerged. As this brief demonstrates, it is
such an analytical perspective that begins to outline the theory of single-sex schools as an educational equity intervention for Black and Latino boys.
Framing Theory 1: Understanding and Knowing the Social/Emotional Needs of Black and Latino Boys.

In order to achieve the goals of deeper student engagement, caring, and trust, which are believed to contribute to higher academic and life success rates, each of the single-sex schools in this study emphasized the need to “undo” or “address” cultural and structural damage or inequities that have prevented boys of color from closing the achievement gap. A key component of how the schools frame all their strategies is their understanding and knowledge of the social/emotional needs of Black and Latino boys. The practitioners of these single-sex schools identified three prevailing social/emotional strategies related to the needs of Black and Latino boys: 1) changing boys’ ideas of masculinity, 2) incorporating an academic identity, and 3) developing future and leadership. Many of the practitioners identified addressing these social/emotional needs as paramount, otherwise these boys will not be prepared to confront structural impediments such as institutional racism. The following diagram describes how the practitioners defined these needs.

**Need to Change Boys’ Ideas of what is a Man and Black or Latino Male**
- Boys are confronting negative images in the media and in their day-to-day lives, demanding the need to create narratives that counter such images of Black and Latino masculine traits.
- The masculine identity the school would like to nurture is one in which boys embrace activities that they may perceive as feminine and shift their focus away from a masculine identity centered on sexual prowess.

**Need for an Academic Identity as part of Social Identities**
- Boys are confronted with negative images that are devoid of an academic identity and define an academic identity as an affront to their racial/ethnic identity.
- The importance of the school is to establish “brotherhood” among their students to instill the resilience to develop and sustain their emerging academic identities.

**Need for Future and Leadership**
- The young men are being primed to lead the next generation in transformational change for their communities.
- The schools universally expressed it through identity work that begins the work of transforming Black and Latino boys into “leaders.”
Framing Theory 2: Understanding and Addressing the Academic Needs of Black and Latino Boys

In addition to articulating the social and emotional needs of Black and Latino boys, the schools in our study spoke specifically about what they perceived as the academic needs of their students. Each of the schools’ principals and teachers framed their discussion with the alarming statistics of Black and Latino boys’ academic outcomes and their related life opportunities. Based on their understanding, the school principals and teachers outlined the academic needs of Black and Latino boys as involving 4 key areas: 1) addressing gaps in academic skills, 2) preparing them for college, 3) raising academic expectations, and 4) making curriculum and instruction relevant. The following diagram provides an overview of some of the key concepts embedded in their understanding of academic needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gaps in Academic Skills</th>
<th>Preparation for College</th>
<th>High Academic Expectations</th>
<th>Relevant Curriculum and Instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Practitioners expressed that many of the students, even those considered by schools as being exceptional students, have major academic skill gaps due to minimal literacy, math, and critical thinking opportunities.</td>
<td>• Due to the limited access and opportunity to rigorous curricula, high-quality teachers, stable school environments, and college information, students were not prepared for any post-secondary training.</td>
<td>• Boys of color are commonly seen as unable to perform in public schools and are, therefore, not given opportunities to do the type of work that will make them competitive with other college-bound students their age.</td>
<td>• Across all schools, “relevant” instruction emerged as a salient academic need of Black and Latino boys. Relevant instruction, defined as instruction that connects to students’ cultures or current lives, was conceptualized as a remedy for the deficits in Black and Latino males’ education.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

Black and Latino males are more likely to obtain low test scores and grades, less likely to enroll in college, and are more likely to drop out, to be categorized as learning disabled, to be absent from honors and gifted programs, and to be over-represented among students who are suspended and expelled from school (Gregory, Skiba, and Noguera, 2009). The ubiquity of these patterns and the ominous implication of these trends on the long-term life chances of adult Black and Latino males has led to a growing chorus that something must be done to intervene. However, while the problems are clear and undeniable, their causes are murky and complex. Race and gender set this vulnerable population apart, but it is not clear what race and gender have to do with the broad array of academic and social problems adult Black and Latino males face.

Lack of clarity around the causes has not prevented those who seek to help Black and Latino males from taking action. In the last few years the creation of single-sex schools has been embraced in various parts of the U.S. as a strategy for ameliorating the risks and hardships commonly associated with the academic performance and social development of Black and Latino males. Following the amendment changes in No Child Left Behind (NCLB) in 2002, there has been rapid proliferation in the number of public schools offering single-sex education. In 1999, only four public schools offered single-sex education. By 2006, there were 223 public single-sex schools. Despite this dramatic increase, the research supporting the benefits of an intervention that isolates males from their female peers is sparse and at best inconclusive. Nonetheless, policymakers and educators have begun to embrace all-male schools and classrooms for Black and Latino males as an intervention they hope will solve some of the problems these groups of children face.

Existing research on single-sex education has primarily focused on how it differs from more common co-education schools and classrooms with respect to the strategies and practices that have been employed. Additionally, some research has focused on whether single-sex education results in statistically significant improvements in achievement as compared to results obtained in co-ed classes. Within this body of research the emphasis has been on the following variables: the type of subject matter (e.g., English, Science, etc.), teacher experience in implementation, the organizational elements of single-sex schools (e.g., school size, course offerings, climate for learning, leadership, etc.), student prior achievement and background, sex-role stereotyping, and student confidence and engagement (Bracey, 2007; Malacova, 2007; Riordan, 1994; Riordan et al., 1995; Salomone, 2005; Spielhofer et al., 2002; Mael, et. al, 2005).

Interestingly, none of the limited number of empirical studies examine the viability of single-sex education or offer clear guidance related to “best practices” with
respect to how education should be delivered or how such schools and classrooms should be managed and organized (e.g., Carpenter and Hayden, 1987; Gillibrand et al, 1999; Lee and Bryk, 1986; Marsh and Rowe, 1996; Marsh, 1988; Spielhofer, et. al., 2002). Most specifically, the research on all-male schools is limited by a lack of attention to how assumptions about gender (e.g., what boys need) and their development influence the decisions to separate boys and underlie the choices in teaching and learning practices and classroom management techniques.

This brief attempts to fill the void in existing research on single-sex education of Black and Latino males by mapping the school characteristics that school staff have described and implemented as critical to the academic success and social mobility of this population. We consider the mapping of these characteristics and the reasons surrounding them as helping to build theories of what is single-sex schooling and environment for this population.

**Brief Overview**

In this brief, we provide an overview of the strategies developed by seven single-sex schools for Black and Latino males. More importantly, this brief presents the underlying theory of change surrounding these strategies. Our attention to the theories surrounding these strategies rests on the presumption that school practice involves processes that are often overlooked in educational reform research. Our analytical approach to understanding single-sex schools for boys of color is to ask the question: **what do you do and why do you do it.**

In order to explore such questions, we employed a theory of change approach to this study. Theory of change (TOC) is a process that allows for the depiction of how a complex change initiative, such as the development of a new single-sex school, will and does unfold over time (Anderson, 2004; Weis, 1998; Weitzman, Silver, and Dillman, 2002). The theory or expectation illustrates the multiple components of a system and the underlying assumptions that are expected to work in concert in order to meet the desired outcome, in this case regarding the education of Black and Latino boys.

Although TOC has been generally used in community development initiatives to examine complex social change, it holds great promise in examining newly formed intervention schools like single-sex schools for Black and Latino males. We provide more detail regarding the data collection and procedures in the Technical Appendix of this brief.
WHAT ARE THE COMMON STRATEGIES OF SINGLE-SEX SCHOOLS FOR BOYS OF COLOR?

Over the course of three years, we collected information regarding the various strategies employed in these single-sex schools as well as the framing theories. The strategies varied depending on the school level (e.g., middle versus high school students), the types of community relationships available, the experience of the teachers and administrators, and the availability of external funding to support co-curricular activities. As noted in Figure 1, there tended to be common strategies across the seven schools, for example, advisory sessions, monthly cultural events, community service requirements, out-of-school time activities, school uniforms, college preparation classes, etc.

Figure 1: School Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Strategies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Social/emotional programming (e.g., Pride Groups, Advisory Sessions, Community Meetings, Mentoring)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cultural events (e.g., speakers, Fatherhood and Motherhood celebrations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rites of passage and/or community recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Community Service required for each school year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High school and college preparation (e.g., AVID, financial aid classes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Afterschool academic programs required for struggling students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Rigorous” curriculum (e.g., AP and honors classes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emphasis on “basic” skills (e.g., math, reading, writing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Discipline (e.g., uniforms, punishment rooms, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Culturally responsive or “relevant” instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Student-centered instruction (including differentiated instruction for multiple learning styles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Professional development on understanding of research on boys’ learning and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Positive role modeling and/or mentoring programs (e.g., 100 Black Men)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We organized the strategies into several strands: curriculum and instruction, social/emotional programming, positive school climate/culture, and college preparation. The following provides varying examples of the strategies employed across the various schools.
Strategies focused on creating a positive school climate and culture

**Community Meetings:** In one high school, every morning the entire student body convenes in a large multipurpose space for their “Community” meeting. Students line up in rows by their “Prides” (advisory like groups that have a lead teacher who stays with the group for all four years). The students line up by height within each Pride. Every staff member, including members of the office staff join in the ritual. The Community time includes celebrations of individual student success, Pride group victories, whole school accomplishments, and general announcements of upcoming events. This time is also used to address any shortcomings that are prevalent, such as coming in late, taking too long to get in line, missing assignments, etc. Community time is where Student Council speeches are made and the students of the week are celebrated with Gold Ties which they wear all week long (these are students recognized for having done exceptional work consistently for a week and honored as star students). The students in Gold Ties are asked to come to the stage and lead their class in the reciting of the school’s creed. Before the recitation begins, the boys introduce themselves one at a time by stating their name and their graduating class (e.g., “Hello, my name is ... class of 2010.”).

**School Uniforms:** Each of the schools maintained a school uniform that was reinforced every day. Students are expected to wear a tie and dress pants and shirts.

**School Creed:** Several schools developed school creeds and mantras that were continuously reinforced during assemblies, community meetings, and displayed throughout the school setting. Teachers also reinforced the creed during instruction by asking students whether their behaviors were reflective of the creed.

Strategies focused on rigorous curriculum and instruction

**Small Group Instruction:** In one middle school, at the beginning of the school year, the students are assessed to determine literacy capacity in the five literacy areas. Based on skill capacity, students are divided into reading groups and each teacher, regardless of content area, leads a group of students. At the end of each week students are assessed to determine further areas of skill development.

**Course Offerings:** Another middle school offers various courses that focus on building the students’ analytical skills. The following represents the course sequence for students: *Fourth Grade* – Visual Arts and Spanish with specialists, training sessions with Julliard string instrument students; *Fifth Grade* - students have separate Math/Science, Language Arts, Social Studies, Visual Arts and Spanish teachers; *Sixth to Eighth Grade* - Language Arts (Reading, Writing, and Grammar/Usage), Social Studies, Spanish, Mathematics, and Science; electives in Keyboarding, Public Speaking, Ex-Missions, Philosophy, Great Books, Economics, Yoga, Art History, Social Justice (for Eighth Grade), and Civics.

**Men Do Read (MDR):** Another high school has established a structure in their school day where for 20 minutes the students meet with their Pride group to read literature during Men Do Read time. This is their silent reading period.
Strategies focused on college preparation

• **College Connections:** To prepare students to attend and succeed in college, one middle/high school offers a variety of experiences in and out of the classroom. Each homeroom is named after a New York City college or university. During the school year, the students in the homerooms visit their respective colleges and make presentations about their trips to students in their grade level. In each classroom, banners from each teacher’s college expose students to additional colleges. The note next to each banner reads, “This is where I went to college. Where will you?” This also seeks to inspire students to pursue a college education.

• **Culturally Relevant Course Offerings:** In one high school, students are able to take core classes and electives that focus on the experiences of people of African and Latino descent. Sample course offerings: Ancient African History, History of African and Latin-Based Music, Indigenous Latino History, Law and the Criminal Justice System, Law and Social Problems, The African and Latino Experience in the 20th and 21st Centuries, and Music Industry.

• **College Counselors and Summer Enrichment:** In each high school there is a college counselor who focuses on preparing students from ninth to twelfth grade. Several have a college office with a computer lab and/or college resources. One high school counselor prepares 9th, 10th, and 11th graders for applying for summer internship programs.

Strategies focused on social/emotional development of gender and race identity

• **Celebrating Fathers(hood):** In one high school, the end of the school year event involves welcoming the new (incoming) students and parents to the school, and to celebrate the end of the academic year. The event is called “Celebrating Fathers and Mentors.” The students are acknowledged for their accomplishments. And the new students are surrounded by men who state “you [prisons] will not have these boys.”

• **Men’s Conference:** In one high school, a conference is held every fall focused on having dialogue about pertinent issues facing the community and boys specifically. The conference has included topics on health, prison, gender relations, parenting, etc. The conference is attended by all students and their parents on a Saturday.

• **Special speakers:** Several of the schools have speakers such as Jawanza Kunjufu, Spike Lee, Kevin Powell, and others to speak on various topics regarding personal and community advancement.
WHAT ARE THE COMMON THEORIES SURROUNDING THESE STRATEGIES?

In order to fully understand the intent of these strategies, we conducted interviews and focus groups with these practitioners in order to investigate the theories surrounding these strategies. Overall, this exploration elicited multiple, yet interwoven, theories as to why single-sex schools are necessary for Black and Latino boys, the challenges faced by this student population, the role of the school in addressing these challenges, and the outcomes expected of students who attend these schools in place of more traditional public schools. In the following section we discuss the two prominent theories surrounding these strategies: 1) understanding and knowing the social/emotional needs and 2) understanding the academic needs faced by Black and Latino males. Each of the single-sex schools we investigated developed their strategies, curricula, and overall learning environment based on both of these theories.

Framing Theory 1: Understanding and Knowing the Social/Emotional Needs of Black and Latino Male Students

Much is written about the context of the school environment and its relevance in setting tone and trust (Bryk and Schneider, 2003), caring (Noddings, 2005; Valenzuela, 1999), and academic engagement (Suarez-Orozco, et. al., 2008). When asked about the purpose and need for single-sex schools focused on Black and Latino boys (or “Boys of Color,” a term the schools often use interchangeably with “Black” and/or “Latino”), administrators unequivocally discussed the various social/emotional and academic issues facing Black and Latino males as framing their school designs. In order to achieve the goals of deeper student engagement, caring, and trust, which are believed to contribute to higher academic and life success rates, each of the single-sex schools in this study emphasized the need to “undo” or “address” cultural and structural damage or inequities that have prevented boys of color from closing the achievement gap.

While each of the principals acknowledged their schools’ missions to “make [their students] college bound” or to strengthen their academic performances, “nurturing” students’ identities as “young men of color” was perceived as one of the fundamental components to a single-sex education for Black and Latino males. More specifically, nurturing and developing these identities as academically successful Black or Latino men emerged as the primary arena of social/emotional need. According to the school staff, exposure to role models who exemplify these identities is necessary to offset the negative effects of “the streets,” “absent fathers” or “single mothers,” “broken homes,” poverty,
dysfunctional communities, peers, or popular culture that they perceived as surrounding low-income boys of color. As such, the schools considered it their place to offer examples of racial/ethnic, masculine, and academic role models because the boys are not prepared to confront the structural impediments they would surely face in life, such as institutional racism. Most of the administrators, teachers, and counselors (e.g., social workers and guidance counselors) outlined several areas regarding boys of color that need to be understood: changing ideas of what is a man and Black/Latino, incorporating an academic identity into a social identity, and developing future and leadership.

Need for Changing Boys’ Ideas of What is a Man

The school staff framed the social/emotional need for a masculine identity based on their understanding of “street” images and the absence of male figures that often surround boys of color. Indicative of this need, at Westward School, like many of the other schools, adults often spoke of the presence of negative male role models who lack “respectable” jobs. To counter the image of the non-academic or “negative” role models who do not look toward school to achieve success, one key administrator stated that what students need is a stronger work ethic:

[In] many cases our students have things going against them as far as, you know, economic background and things of that nature. So they need to understand that, you know, you need to work hard.

North Star’s response to the absent male problem is to find “mentors to serve as ultimate role models for young men” to alleviate some of the “anger” associated with not having a father figure. The boys’ perceived anger manifests as issues dealing with “authority,” which teachers at North Star admitted they are “not equipped to know how to fix” because this problem, they expressed, is deeply rooted within the boys. These schools conceive themselves as mechanisms through which young men of color develop an alternative masculinity that runs counter to stereotypical “street” images that tend to keep them from being successful. In other words, the boys are being taught not to be the kind of man stereotypically associated with the communities poor Black and Latino males often come from.

The masculine identity the school would like to nurture is one in which boys embrace activities that they may perceive as feminine and shift their focus away from a
masculine identity centered on sexual prowess. The teachers at Thomas Jefferson describe this desire in the following quote:

*I think that this notion of manhood that a lot of your urban youth experience is pretty one-sided. It pretty much looks at this aspect of strength and power and equates them solely with sexual prowess, the ability to earn money, and the ability to defend. And where it becomes one-sided is the pursuit of knowledge and the ability to navigate issues is not always put into focus. So when you look at their realities, the realities and the images that they see for themselves, once again it's kinda one-sided. I mean, you see these same images of men that are constantly projected upon them and they don't necessarily seek a responsibility…in other realms. …I mean, when we first encounter many of our kids, reading was looked at as something that was feminine. So automatically, in their head, they put reading in the context—reading books leisurely or what have you—was something that was very feminine. So we're trying to eradicate those ideas because we want them to not only be powerful, strong, mover-and-shaker men in the traditional sense of that word, but we also want them to be contributors, you know, and able to work as men and work within the system as men to be positive.*

Exposure to negative male influences is manifested in what some school staff present as a battle between students’ home lives and their school lives. The school-community liaison of Westward, for example, explains:

*[It] gets very frustrating to be fighting with home, fighting with what they see when they leave this school. I mean, we have some parents that are really supportive, but still. The kid has to walk through whatever neighborhood and see different things. And even just turning on the TV…*

The counselor at Westward concurs with this struggle, particularly as it relates to what he perceives as the mixed messages of masculinity the boys are getting at home and what is possible at school.

*A lot of times, students get mixed messages as to what is masculine, as to what is an acceptable form of communication. If there is some argument going on at home, or if there are some*
tough times going on at home, a lot of times students are uncomfortable with expressing affection towards their teachers or appreciation towards their peers because they may not be seeing that at home. Also sometimes there is a dysfunctional relationship between the parent and the child and you can see some of that in school, such as the child is given way too much responsibility at a young age or not given enough responsibility at their age and that goes into the school as well sometimes.

According to key administrators at North Star, the goal of the school is to “help” young Black and Latino men “realize that what they see out there in the streets” (drugs, gangs, violence, etc.) is not the only option for them. The negative external influences, such as community dynamics and popular Black culture, these administrators reported, inhibit the boys’ abilities to move forward educationally. In addition, the boys are viewed as susceptible to peer and cultural pressures that tell them, according to the principal, “It’s not cool to be smart.”

At Salem School, the administrators identify individual and societal issues that they see as operating in an interactive fashion that presents challenges for their students. At the individual level, an “identity crisis” is conceptualized as a core challenge that is multifaceted and affects the students’ racial, gender, and academic identities. Racially, a key administrator highlights how “students are bombarded with imagery and the identity of being a thug, being a gangster, being hard,” defining what qualifies one as a man. Various school staff across the schools also noted the need for a masculine identity is due to structural impediments like racism.

Administrators and staff across schools also describe the presence and operation of institutional racism in what they express as the lack of normal developmental opportunities available to boys of color in comparison to White boys. For example, at Thomas Jefferson, one school staff member described missed developmental opportunities:

"The socio-emotional first is going to really help the academic growth, definitely. For Black and Latino boys definitely, because like I say Black and Latino boys are of a generation that, they have to raise other siblings, have to go to work early, they haven’t been allowed to be kids sometimes as far as activities, they’re the only, really gender and race that have been forced to do those things.

You look at White kids, they’re allowed to do activities, and they’re allowed to do a lot of things. If there’s a younger sibling,
they’re not responsible for them, there’s a babysitter. For Latino and African American homes, that’s not the case. It’s almost expected, hey, you’re the big brother take care of your little brother or sister until I get home. So I think that we’re going to show them that we’re going to allow them do the things that are necessary, the things that they want to do and I think that it’s going to show some academic growth.

School staff also framed the lack of a positive masculine identity as bound to a lack of academic identity. The principals discussed the influence of society’s definition of masculinity, where an “identity as a learner isn’t something they value as [much as] an identity to be tough or what it means to be a man.” This socially constructed disconnect between “what it means to be a man” and what it means to be a learner is considered to present a real challenge for the schools’ young men. Moreover, it points to the students’ previous school experiences in “the public school system [where] they never really saw themselves as great participants or embraced the identity of being a learner.”

On occasion, school is referred to as something that “girls” do, and it is for this reason that some administrators claim it is necessary to separate the boys from female students – to give them a space where they do not have to “compete” or feel the need to show off as “men” who are “too cool for school.”

The vice principal at North Star mentioned that the desire to learn “hasn’t been instilled in them.” In describing the key challenges of boys of color, he explains,

I would say identifying with being a learner. Through the public school system, they never really saw themselves as great participants or embraced the identity of being a learner. I would say, for some of our students, poverty and poverty consciousness. Fear of breaking certain stereotypes and identity that they’ve embraced and become comfortable. Really getting at the orientation that they’re getting here and it being very different from any other type of experience.

Need for an Academic Identity in their Social Identities

Additionally, the boys in these single-sex schools face “the acting White stigma…if [they’re] trying to achieve too much or if [they] talk a certain way.” Related, a key administrator pointed out that taking on a new identity is a challenge in and of itself that the boys must contend with. He stated there is a “[fear] of breaking certain stereotypes and identity that they’ve embraced and become comfortable [with].”
Administrators across all schools noted that poverty and home/family life posed significant challenges that their young men face. Stated broadly by the assistant principal of Salem School, “The life outside this [school] building” is a challenge the young men must contend with – a challenge that is heightened in the absence of a secure sense of self. By providing students with a secure sense of self, the schools essentially argue that they are able to remedy the stigma associated with becoming an educated Black or Latino male. This is viewed as a necessary component of single-sex education, given the psychological issues plaguing boys of color.

At Washington School, the principal reported that he believes that the greatest challenges his students face are psychological. As he explained in a formal interview,

> You know, as much as we’re caring and nurturing, these youngsters bring their stories with them and, you know, there’s only so much one can do at school. There are so many hours in the day. I mean one of the reasons I wasn’t able to meet with you is that’s what I was doing. Several deep-seeded issues involving kids who have huge psychological retentions anywhere from verbal and physical abuse with one youngster whose father’s notion of living the Christian way, which was by the rod, and we had to disabuse him of some of that and really alert him that that was not the way to be. Two kids acting up on the bus and getting into mischievous little games that they shouldn’t have wandered into, to bus drivers responding to kids in an inappropriate fashion. But I think as I look down the road, the huge psychological piece is one that’s only been holding them back inside.

The principal mentioned his concerns around how young children can be such “psychic pincushions”—absorbing so much around them. He makes the connection between “parents monopolizing the kids, so that these kids are like princes and they’re not used to doing anything other than having their mother around carrying their stuff for them.” He sees this type of parenting as filling the boys with unrealistic expectations of the rest of the world. Yet, another key administrator contends,

> One of the most difficult things that we have to get over with the kids is that they are so pulled in different directions because when they go home to their neighborhood, the other kids get on them. They say, “You’re a nerd. You’re a nerd with that tie.” Boy, do we get on kids that put down other kids for striving to do
Well, for doing their homework. I would say at least a third of our boys think that doing homework is betraying their race.

Each of the single-sex schools in this study sees itself as contending with outside forces that are preventing Black and Latino male students from accomplishing their goals, as determined by the adults who educate them. Though the schools note the needs of this population are structural, involving a lack of quality of education, the majority of the educators interviewed attributed a large part of the boys’ social/emotional needs to cultural factors that have prevented them from achieving in school.

The importance of the school is to establish “brotherhood” among their students to instill the resilience to develop and sustain their emerging academic identities. Four of the seven schools drew their models from the Black fraternities that many belonged to when they were university students, stressing the need to look out for each other as one another’s “keepers” or to view themselves as part of a “family.” The purpose of this school collectivity is to establish a safe space through which students may “be themselves,” even if those selves are not accepted outside the school doors. All of the schools spoke of the importance of these peer networks as a way to protect themselves and persist forward towards their goals.

Acknowledging these various structural and cultural dynamics in the lives of boys of color is a complex endeavor and, according to school leaders, requires the staff at these schools to also have a deep understanding of the challenges facing their young men. At Thomas Jefferson, for example, one administrator clearly stated the importance of understanding these various factors and their influences. He stressed their role as a school in remedying the effects of this reality while preparing the academic futures of these students:

So, we understand that there are some environmental factors that play a big role in how we come to school, how we leave school, that then plays a role into the ability to complete homework, which then rolls into how that’s going to determine how I experience the next day. So when you look at the cumulative effect, not even to categorize anything as good or bad, but when you look at these cumulative experiences and then how that plays into your emotions as a young adult trying to—in your formative years—figure out what your identity is, trying to figure out who you are, all these things happening simultaneously. And since you don’t get to be a male here and then be Black here, it’s all in this bag together. So, you know,
this whole integrated framework of how do we figure this out. So part of this is just my own lived experiences and having [them] going through it…and trying to figure out what’s going to help in this situation…So it’s just trying to be privy to those things, understanding what your own experiences are and then understanding where the students are—again, in their formative years.

**Need for Future and Leadership**

Developing coping mechanisms to deal with the myriad of psychological challenges, structural racism, external (e.g., community, cultural, societal, and/or familial) pressures, lack of male role models, and negative perceptions of education the young men face, however, is not enough. The schools universally expressed it was through this identity work that they could begin the work of transforming Black and Latino boys into “leaders.” Indicative of the principals across the five schools, the principal at Westward, for example, was explicit in his goal to “develop urban leaders, specifically.” He continued:

*And I say that because it would be great to have kids who feel like after they’ve gone to college and graduated, that they would want to come back. Or at least, you know, go to another urban community and try to impact that…or to do something so that they’re helping to improve, you know, urban life somehow.*

By infusing their school philosophies with ideals of “leadership” or “excellence,” these single-sex schools transmit the message that their Black and Latino male students should become examples in their own right and find ways to “give back” to their communities. The young men are being primed to lead the next generation in transformational change for their communities. Rather than sit back and be influenced by the negativity of street culture, the schools direct their students to take positive control of their own lives and take what they learn back to “the community.” To show gratitude for the opportunities they have been given, the young men are often expected to go out into “the world” and help others.

The result of an education within several of these single-sex schools, in other words, is a Black or Latino masculinity defined by the ability to effect “change” for the greater societal good.
In sum, the educators within these single-sex schools reported seeing themselves as essentially preparing the young men for worlds the educators perceive as being vastly different from the ones in which they currently live. This work is seen as a necessary component to “saving” Black and Latino boys from themselves and their surrounding environments, including racist institutions. If action is taken, in this case via education, the schools suggest that Black and Latino males in urban areas will view their own futures more optimistically and, eventually, become successful men who pass their success forward to their future families and communities.
Framing Theory #2: Understanding the Academic Needs of Black and Latino Male Students

In addition to articulating the social and emotional needs of Black and Latino boys, the five schools in our study spoke specifically about what they perceived as the academic needs of their students. Each of the school principals and teachers framed their discussion with the alarming statistics on Black and Latino boys’ academic outcomes and their related life opportunities. For instance, Thomas Jefferson was created in response to the achievement statistics around the academic success rates of Black young men. According to the leadership of the school, Thomas Jefferson is responding to the dismal college graduation rate for Black males:

Out of all Black male students who enter the public school system, only 2.5% will earn a college degree by the time they are 25 years old. This means that 97% of young African American males...are left to pursue avenues to make a living that do not require a college degree..... Everyone knows that while it's not absolutely necessary to succeed, all of the indicators are that if you graduate from college you have a higher likelihood of success in life than if you don't. And if all the research shows that going to college and finishing will result in a better standard of living and greater success, then how can you look at a segment of your population and say that only one of forty of you get to do that?

The administrators of these five single-sex schools consider a lack of a college education as one roadblock to “greater success.” By referencing the 2.5% of African American male public school students who will earn college degrees, Thomas Jefferson’s principal points implicitly to the structural inequities that contribute to the achievement gap. Attending a traditional public school, according to this statistic, lowers a Black male’s chances of receiving the education he needs to achieve “a better standard of living.” In order to level the playing field, all of the schools share the sentiment that it is vital to provide boys of color with “un-road-blocked access to [educational] opportunity,” and this statement indirectly implies that single-sex schooling can unblock this road.
Gaps in Academic Skills

Across the five schools, educators expressed that many of the students, even those considered by schools as being exceptional students, have major gaps in their educations due to their experiences in public schools. Before students can excel, they need to make up for missing skills, especially in terms of literacy, math, and critical thinking. To address these needs, the administrators generally express traditional notions of remediation as the best way to bridge these gaps. In order to provide boys of color with a “rigorous” or “challenging” education that will help them ultimately succeed, the narrative generally suggested that the schools must first teach boys the “basics” or fill in necessary skills that students are lacking.

One of the reasons for these gaps, many educators shared, was rooted in what they perceived to be the differences between how males and females learn, implying that in public schools the boys were being taught using methods more conducive to the ways girls learn. For example, the boys were often described as having lower attention spans than girls and being more physically active.

As such, administrators noted the need for “more hands-on kinds of programs and projects” to suit these “boy” needs. In addition to “hands-on” work, administrators of the five single-sex schools often stressed the need to address “multiple learning styles” or provide “differentiated instruction” so that each of their students would benefit from their new school environments.

The general conditions in traditional public schools were discussed as inadequate, unchallenging, non-rigorous, and promoting mediocre learning, whereas the single-sex schools in this study aim to provide an equitable alternative for Black and Latino boys. The principal of Thomas Jefferson made this point:

Well, it’s quite evident that the school system is under-serving or not serving urban young men, young Black men, young Latino men, so it’s very important to give our guys some options to have schools that have a little leeway to do some things a little differently because quite frankly it seems to me that the traditional ways of education for young Black men aren’t working.

Preparing for College

In order for Black and Latino male students to be prepared and on equal footing when they are in college, each of these schools reported that they were intentionally building and implementing a curriculum premised on what they see as necessary for
college preparation, based on their own experiences in often elite colleges. For example, the principal of Westward School described framing the college preparatory curriculum on his college experience at a prestigious private university:

_They need to get as much college stuff before they get to college. My experience going to (the university), and this is any kid, White, Black, whatever, the kids who did well in that freshman year were kids who knew a lot of that stuff before they got there. Like, it just put them on a much more solid footing. And for these kids coming from this neighborhood, to me, that's their only real way of getting, of having a shot._

_Because even if they have some of the other skills, good note taking, paying attention, showing up every day, being prepared. Right, if all those things being equal, if the kid next to you took calculus the year before, and you didn't, you know, you're coming in second. So they need as much of that kind of stuff as possible, in terms of content, to succeed. And a minimum and exposure to it, if not you know, some level of proficiency or mastery._

But exposure of these skills and content is not enough. Like many of the other administrators we interviewed, some principals also mentioned providing an additional leg-up in their students’ preparation for college by providing SAT prep, college tours every academic year, connection with college representatives, creating pipelines with Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU) and Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSI), assisting with college applications and fee waivers, and many more strategies in order to compensate for the poor preparation of public co-ed schools. As one principal stated:

_And even beyond that, to actually get some credits. So there’s some stuff I didn’t necessarily have to take, in that beginning semester. So those are things I have in the school’s design as well. Like, but then there are other things too, they say the hidden curriculum, you know, which a lot of [what] the AVID program consists of. How to take notes, how to get as much as you can from a lecture, how to look at a text and pull out the important information. You know, all those kinds of things. Like I said, the hidden curriculum that a lot of kids who are “smart” or “bright” or who have high aptitude, it kind of comes naturally_
for them. They were never taught that, but they just sort of knew it, through practice, through watching somebody else.

Need for High Expectations

Although these schools spoke of the specific academic needs of these students and where they desired for them to go, these academic needs were also framed by an understanding of some of the structural impediments facing racial/ethnic minority communities, particularly how these impediments have impacted the Black and Latino boys they are serving. For instance, a key administrator at Thomas Jefferson suggested that the structural issue of racism prevents Black students, in particular, from making educational gains:

I would say social issues just from the standpoint of being a young Black male, dealing with racism. And so, you’re going to have to converse with people who have low expectations of you, who have no expectations of you. Or you might be in an environment where they don’t want you to be.

While this administrator’s comment is linked to the “social issues” facing Black males, one of the most common structural issues their students will have to contend with are others’ “low expectations” of them. Each of the schools mentioned low expectations as being a significant factor in the achievement gap. Boys of color are commonly seen as unable to perform in public schools and are, therefore, not given opportunities to do the type of work that will make them competitive with other college-bound students their age. The single-sex schools in this study view themselves as “raising the bar” or creating a “culture of excellence” so that the boys are fully cognizant of the high expectations they will be held to. These expectations often manifest in strict discipline policies, such as dress codes, uniforms, or “punishment rooms” for students who do not comply with school norms. Their discussion about the importance of expectation is also exemplified in a story shared by the administrator of Thomas Jefferson School, in which they were seeking funds from a private foundation:

I remember one time when I was doing—a couple people here probably know this story—I was doing some fundraising for another school, and it was an all-Black, all-male high school. And I went down to talk to a donor, a fairly large foundation that had recently made a fairly large contribution to a predominantly
White, affluent school. So I was down there talking to them, you know, why don't you give us some money. You know, this guy said to me—point blank—this is the head of the foundation, he said to me, “Well, what we don’t really understand is why it’s so important for these guys to go to college. I mean, maybe you should do some type of technical/vocational focus because it’s important that we have people who deliver the mail and drive the busses…” And he just kind of went through this long list of blue-collar jobs. And, you know, I said to him—and I’ll tell you first we didn’t get any money from them—[laugh]. But my response to him at that point was, did you ask Somers [pseudonym] to implement a program like that before you gave them that million dollars? “Oh, well, Somers is different.” Yes, I know it is, it’s very different; I went to Somers. And I think that these guys should have the same type of experience that those guys get. I mean, I don’t think that anyone of us would say that every person in the world needs to go to college. But I think all of us would agree that enough Black men aren’t going to college. And so there’s no harm in us saying all of our graduates are going to college. Because there are plenty other places out there that aren’t sending any. So if we sent all of ours then, you know, it’s fine.

Need for Relevant Curriculum and Instruction

The role that teachers play in their students’ development has been the source of several recent studies. Existing research suggests that not only do students need teachers who are highly skilled, but they also need culturally sensitive and responsive teachers (Ladson-Billings, 1997). Teachers are seen as a vital element to the success of the single-sex schools in this study. The need for on-going professional development is crucial for both the success of teachers and the Black and Latino male students they serve.

The five schools in this study described the role of teachers as centered on following the curriculum in alignment with the missions of the schools. However, some of the professional development needs of teachers have implications as to how exact the alignment can be.

School administrators note teachers needing to understand what it means to provide culturally relevant instruction. It was also noted that teachers need to have a clear understanding of the research on Black and Latino boys, but administrators had offered few sources from which their teachers could draw. A large reason is the shortage of


literature surrounding effective programs for Black and Latino male students, or for boys in general, in single-sex schools.

Overall, the schools expressed the need to center teaching and the curriculum around the educational needs of their students, with careful attention given to the social, emotional, and academic challenges the boys face. These single-sex school administrators overwhelmingly reported that the curriculum needed to extend beyond the walls of the classroom in order to not only prepare the boys for academic success in these schools, but throughout the rest of their academic careers. Most of the administrators maintained that the curriculum needed to connect to the lives of their students in positive and constructive ways. Although many administrators have clear plans as to how to implement this in their particular single-sex schools, others mentioned this vaguely as something that should be done but did not have a clear plan as to how it would be put into practice.

Across all schools, “relevant” instruction emerged as another key salient academic need of Black and Latino boys. Relevant instruction, defined as instruction that connects to students’ cultures or current lives, was conceptualized as a remedy for the deficits in Black and Latino males’ education, which administrators stated were caused in large part by the boys’ disinterest or their inabilities to “see themselves” in curricula in traditional public schools. As one administrator at Thomas Jefferson commented:

_\textit{I think the students learn best when they can learn about or experience something that is meaningful to them. Students are not very good long-term thinkers. They tend to be short term – me, right here, right now. This is my world. And so when you can kind of show a student how what they’re learning is applicable to their world, I think they can make that connection and begin to learn...If the material connects with them, specifically African American males, then the capacity for learning is greater.}_

The education the boys receive, according to Thomas Jefferson’s vice principal, should “connect” to each “student’s life, their world, their existence” in order that it be meaningful. According to these administrators, the students in their single-sex schools need to know that what they are learning connects directly to “their world.” When asked to speak more specifically about this connection, the administrator at Thomas Jefferson said that it could be “along any lines pertaining to their identity, socio-economically, racially, gender, or just within their particular interests.”

If students sense the applicability of the material they are learning – its connection to their current experiences or their “interests” – he argues, they are more likely to be
invested in their learning. Consequently, the potential “for learning” will increase. Inherent in this statement is the belief that this particular population of students – African American males, especially – has had a limited ability to feel “connected” to the subject matter in more traditional educational settings, most likely because the material found in these traditional settings is (racially or gender) biased or non-conducive to the boys’ learning processes.

The need for relevance in the instruction and curriculum also emerged in discussions regarding professional development needs of school staff. Although many of these schools were intentional in hiring diverse and knowledgeable staff, many mentioned there was a gap in the depth of culturally relevant knowledge among their staff. At Salem, the principal discussed the pertinent need for this cultural competency among his staff:

I would say some cultural proficiency. I would say really having an appreciation and understanding for the culture and history of the students that they serve, especially with the theme of history. We would like for all of our teachers to be able to integrate that within their discipline at some point...The knowledge of working with boys, really understanding this stage of development: where they are, what they’re going to bring. We spent quite a bit taking a look at youth culture and being aware of all of the elements and components and the influence that contribute to the psyche of this particular stage of development...There’s no school, or very few schools of education in American institutions, that focus on the psycho-social development of young men of color. It’s very important for us [to] have professional development that focuses around the socialization of young people of color, particularly young men.

Similarly, the principal of North Star points to the importance of instructional methods and working towards “student-centered learning.” He stated, “Right now our lessons are still very teacher-dominated and we would like to move more away from that.” In addition, he notes that his school “need[s] classroom management professional development for some of [its] inexperienced teachers.” The ability to connect instruction to the students’ lives is a theme that arises throughout the interviews. At a very basic level, the program director calls attention to the importance of “cultural proficiency,” helping teachers develop “an appreciation and understanding for the culture and history of the students that they serve.” As part of this cultural understanding, the principal of
North Star continues, “[E]very teacher in this environment, in order to be successful, has to be prepared to have some conversations around…gangs, youth culture, home life…and integrating their instruction [with] some of the concepts,” which requires that they understand and know how to “navigate some of the worlds that [the boys] have to navigate.”

In sum, the administrators and teachers stressed the importance of tapping into either the boys’ own cultures or, more generally, “diverse” material that represents a wide range of cultural backgrounds. Doing so is presumed to ameliorate past inequities caused by the students’ inabilities to “see themselves” in what they have been taught. More specifically, the intervention theory these schools outline is premised on beliefs of social/emotional and academic needs of this Black and Latino male population. This emerging intervention theory posits various theoretical frameworks from which to examine the impact these schools have on Black and Latino males.

CONCLUSION

Overall, our investigation of the schools has elicited multiple theories as to why single-sex schooling is a viable intervention model for the educational dilemma facing low-income, Black and Latino boys, or boys of color. Each of the schools in this study consists of a dynamic set of leaders who maintain that creating a nurturing school climate will positively impact the boys’ social, emotional, and academic development. While each of the single-sex schools in this study is distinct in its own right, the schools are all constructed to serve students with “high needs” who are viewed to benefit from the opportunity to be educated in a setting designed exclusively for them.

This design is based on two overarching theories regarding Black and Latino boys: Theory 1 - schools need to understand and have a knowledgebase of their social/emotional needs and Theory 2 - understand how their academic needs have surfaced and target strategies for addressing them. The social/emotional needs of the boys are seen as stemming from a lack of self-esteem, identity crises, negative external pressures (e.g., community, familial, peer, pop cultural), lack of parent involvement or male role models, poor quality of prior educational environments, and negative views of education. These identified needs support cultural explanations for the deficits in Black and Latino males’ educational attainment levels, as responses to structural barriers. These barriers include racism, low expectations, lack of relevant instruction, and monolithic instruction techniques that do not address the boys’ learning styles.

The Theories of Change framing the design for each of the single-sex schools in this study tie directly to the perceived social/emotional and academic needs of Black and
Latino male students. The structural challenges perceived by these practitioners are viewed as manifesting themselves psychologically in the young men they serve, and expressing themselves in the emotional and academic needs of the boys. As such, in order for the young men to succeed, the schools’ interventions need to be primarily directed towards creating nurturing environments that provide alternative messages to what Black and Latino boys have received in traditional public schools.

In sum, these emergent patterns suggest these single-sex schools for Black and Latino boys are premised on similar theories of what needs and challenges face this population relative to their race/ethnicity and gender. In addition, these theories have been translated into similar organizational, instructional, and school culture features focused on meeting these needs and challenges. Though these patterns of theory are critically relevant, we must now understand how these theories are translated into educational practice. Simultaneously, how do Black and Latino boys respond in school environments that are premised on such an understanding of their social/emotional and academic needs? Are students academically and socially/emotionally successful? How do the strategies of these schools change over time? Subsequent research briefs will focus on answering these questions.
TECHNICAL APPENDIX

Methods

Research Design

As much as educational research has outlined contextual factors of the schooling process as pertinent to the educational outcomes of Black and Latino males, we know less about what those conditions are expected to look like at the school level and even less about how they should be implemented. In an effort to better understand this connection between expected outcomes and implementation, we utilized a theory of change (TOC) framework to capture the theory and expected outcomes espoused by key administrators (principals, deans, assistant principal, program directors, and lead teachers) in the five single-sex schools we studied.

Theory of change (TOC) is a process that allows for the depiction of how a complex change initiative, such as the development of a new single-sex school, will and does unfold over time (Anderson, 2004; Weis, 1998; Weitzman, Silver, and Dillman, 2002). The theory or expectation illustrates the multiple components of a system and the underlying assumptions that are expected to work in concert in order to meet the desired outcome, in this case regarding the education of Black and Latino boys. Although TOC has been generally used in community development initiatives to examine complex social change, it holds great promise in examining newly formed intervention schools like single-sex schools for Black and Latino males.

Data Collection

Data collection was divided into two major waves over two site visits with each of the five schools in 2006-2007, three site visits in 2007-2008, and two site visits in 2008-2009. Each site visit involved four to five days of data collection at each school from the beginning of the school day through afterschool programming. At some sites we were also able to attend PTA meetings and special school events.

The first wave of data collection involved gaining entrance into the school sites by presenting the study to faculty, students, and parents and distributing permission forms. We then performed four to five days of school observations and in-depth interviews with key administrators (e.g., principal, assistant principal, social worker, guidance counselor, program director), as well as collected school artifacts (e.g., brochures, school/district policy manuals, handouts for parents and students, etc.). During the second wave of data collection, research team members spent another four to five days in each of the schools conducting observations and focus groups with
administrators, parents, and teachers, collecting additional school artifacts, and administering the student questionnaire.

To capture data on the overarching theory of change guiding the schools’ work in our sample, we drew from data including 75 interviews and focus groups with administrators, teachers, and parents collected during these first and second waves of data collection. Semi-structured interview protocols captured principals’ and other key administrators’ perceptions of implementation, knowledge, and satisfaction with intervention, along with their theory of change, practice, and schooling and community experiences. The focus group protocol captured parents’, teachers’, and other stakeholders’ knowledge, expectations, satisfaction with the intervention schools, and schooling and community experiences. In addition, we collected and reviewed a number of school artifacts including official state or city issued school reports, internal and external documents, and each school’s website and promotional materials.

Data Analysis

The data were reduced through various levels of analysis. First, the observations, focus groups, interviews, and artifacts were coded in accordance with coding categories, which reflected a priori “concepts” articulated in the framing and design of the study and upon which goals and outcomes of TOC would be aligned. The following coding categories signal these concepts:

- Leadership
- Student recruitment practices and enrollment
- Engagement with parents
- Academic and social supports
- Instruction, pedagogy, and curriculum
- Hiring practices, including attention to race and gender of teachers and administrators
- Collaborative partnerships, including community based organizations
- Community context
- Student needs and challenges
- Staff development (content and frequency)

The intention of this analysis plan was to construct the theories surrounding the goals, expected outcomes, and indicators related to the development and implementation of each single-sex school. Thus, the unit of analysis is at the school level.
Expected outcomes (goals) were analyzed through a series of deductive and inductive analyses. First, the above codes were used to conduct deductive analysis within a data matrix that allowed for within-case and across-case analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1984). The initial deductive analysis involved categorizing the data by school and examining the data from that vantage point. The data were then examined along four categories that emerged from the initial analysis: 1) school climate, 2) teaching and staffing, 3) student needs and challenges, and 4) community context. These categories contained various areas of emphasis (e.g., school climate focused on the role, need, and mission of the school, strategies embedded in school practice, etc.).

The within-case analyses focused on identifying the emerging themes within each category for each interview and focus group within each school. An inductive analysis process was also conducted; this process involved taking the emerging themes and re-inspecting the data, modifying predetermined codes, and constructing new codes (Miles and Huberman, 1984). Thus, the purpose of these coding and analysis patterns was to encourage a recursive process of deductive as well as inductive coding and interpretation throughout the analysis.

School Descriptions

All of the schools in our study served primarily students of color and students from low-income backgrounds, as indicated by the high percentages of youth who qualified for federal free or reduced lunch programs. Table 1 provides an overview of general school characteristics. Two schools serve almost exclusively Black/African American student populations (Thomas Jefferson and Westward, pseudonyms). In the other schools, the Black/African American students make up slightly more than half the student populations, with the remainder of the student body comprised of Latino students.

These schools were also quite diverse, with meaningful numbers of immigrant-origin youth primarily from the Caribbean and, to a lesser extent, Africa and South America. All of the schools in the project differed in terms of school size and staffing. Thomas Jefferson School had the largest number of students per grade with 150 students in a single ninth grade class, while Washington School averaged fewer than 25 students per grade. Similarly, the schools vary with respect to teacher-student ratios, ranging from 1:10 (Washington School) to 1:21 (North Star School). The schools also vary in terms of structure (Public, Private, Charter). Westward, Salem, and North Star are all public schools, Washington is a private school, and Thomas Jefferson is a charter school. Moreover, they differ in admissions processes, with Washington School having selective admissions criteria and the other schools employing non-selective methods, however, with limited screening mechanisms (e.g., interviewing students). Finally, all of the
schools were relatively new schools at the time of this study. One school was in its first year of operation during the first year of BLMSIS and four were in their second year.
Table 1: School Characteristics Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overview</th>
<th>Thomas Jefferson School</th>
<th>Westward School</th>
<th>Salem School</th>
<th>North Star School</th>
<th>Washington School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grades Served during 2006-2007 (Expanding)</td>
<td>9 (9-12)</td>
<td>6-7 (6-12)</td>
<td>9-11 (9-12)</td>
<td>9-11 (9-12)</td>
<td>4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective or Non-Selective (admissions process)</td>
<td>Non-Selective</td>
<td>Non-Selective</td>
<td>Non-Selective</td>
<td>Non-Selective</td>
<td>Selective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Teachers during 2006-2007</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher: Student Ratio</td>
<td>1: 13.6</td>
<td>1: 12</td>
<td>1: 10.8</td>
<td>1: 21.2&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1: 9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Years of Teacher Experience</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Counselors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Social Workers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teacher characteristics</th>
<th>Enrollment</th>
<th>American Indian</th>
<th>Asian/Pacific Islander</th>
<th>Black/African American</th>
<th>Latino</th>
<th>White</th>
<th>Not Reported</th>
<th>Percent Special Ed (%)</th>
<th>Percent ELL (%)</th>
<th>Percent Qualified for Free and Reduced Lunch (%)</th>
<th>Percent Proficient on State ELA Exam (%)</th>
<th>Percent Proficient on State Math A Exam (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Less than 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22&lt;sup&gt;ac&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>25&lt;sup&gt;ac&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Characteristics</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>91&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>227</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>82&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>51.5&lt;sup&gt;ab&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>269</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>84&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>71.2&lt;sup&gt;ab&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>116</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> 2005-2006 School Year.
<sup>b</sup> Percent of student scoring 65 or above on the Mathematics A exam.
<sup>c</sup> Percent of students scoring or above level 3 on 6<sup>th</sup> grade exams.
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